Exchange Plans Include 34 Percent Fewer Providers
than the Average for Commercial Plans
New analysis from Avalere finds that the average provider networks for plans offered on
the health insurance exchanges created by the Affordable Care Act (ACA) include 34
percent fewer providers than the average commercial plan offered outside the exchange.
The new data quantifies anecdotal reports that exchange networks contain fewer
providers than traditional commercial plans.
“Plans continue to test new benefit designs in the exchange market,” said Dan
Mendelson, CEO at Avalere. “Given the new requirements put in place by the ACA,
network design is one way plans can drive value-based care and keep premiums low.”
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Provider network affiliation data used in this analysis was provided by Strenuus for the 2015
plan year.

Specifically, the analysis finds that exchange plan networks include 42 percent fewer
oncology and cardiology specialists; 32 percent fewer mental health and primary care
providers; and 24 percent fewer hospitals. Importantly, care provided by out-of-network
providers does not count toward the out-of-pocket limits put in place by the ACA.
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“Patients should evaluate a plan’s provider network when picking insurance on the
exchange,” said Elizabeth Carpenter, vice president at Avalere. “Out-of-network care
does not accrue toward out-of-pocket maximums, leaving consumers vulnerable to high
costs if they seek care from a provider not included in their plan’s network.”
In its annual guidance to plans seeking to offer insurance on the federal exchange, the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) noted that they would focus in
particular on hospital systems, mental health providers, oncology providers, and primary
care providers, when evaluating plans for compliance with network adequacy standards.
Methodology
Avalere examined the largest rating region in the top five states by 2015 exchange
effectuated enrollment: Florida, California, Texas, Georgia, and North Carolina. In each
of these rating regions, Avalere compared the average number of providers included, for
each of the five provider types examined, in exchange networks compared to commercial
networks in the same geographic area. Commercial network data includes plans offered
in the group and individual markets outside the exchange. Provider network affiliation
data used in this analysis was provided by Strenuus for the 2015 plan year.
Avalere Health is a strategic advisory company whose core purpose is to create
innovative solutions to complex healthcare problems. Based in Washington, D.C., the firm
delivers actionable insights, business intelligence tools and custom analytics for leaders
in healthcare business and policy. Avalere's experts span 230 staff drawn from Fortune
500 healthcare companies, the federal government (e.g., CMS, OMB, CBO and the
Congress), top consultancies and nonprofits. The firm offers deep substance on the full
range of healthcare business issues affecting the Fortune 500 healthcare companies.
Avalere’s focus on strategy is supported by a rigorous, in-house analytic research group
that uses public and private data to generate quantitative insight. Through events,
publications and interactive programs, Avalere insights are accessible to a broad range
of customers. For more information, visit avalere.com, or follow us on Twitter
@avalerehealth.
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